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Global Linear Stability Analysis of the Flow
Around a Superhydrophobic Circular
Cylinder

Franco Auteri, Marco Carini, Michel Fournié, Dominique Fratantonio
and Flavio Giannetti

Abstract Over the last few years, superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces have been receiv-

ing an increasing attention in many scientific areas by virtue of their ability to

enhance flow slip past solid walls and reduce the skin-friction drag. In the present

study, a global linear-stability analysis is employed to investigate the influence of

the SH-induced slip velocity on the primary instability of the 2D flow past a circular

cylinder. The flow regions playing the role of ‘wavemaker’ are identified by consid-

ering the structural sensitivity of the unstable mode, thus highlighting the effect of

slip on the global instability of the considered flow. In addition, a sensitivity analy-

sis to slip-induced base-flow modifications is performed, revealing which areas of

the cylinder surface provide a stabilising/destabilising effect when treated with a SH

coating.

1 Introduction

The non-adhesive property of superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces originates from the

presence of a non-wetted contact that holds when a low-viscosity gas is trapped

inside the blemishes of the solid surface. From a macroscopical viewpoint, this

phenomenon can be mathematically described by substituting the standard no-slip
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boundary condition in favor of the so called Navier condition [1], which can be

expressed in non-dimensional form as:

U ⋅ �̂� = −𝓁
[(
∇U + ∇UT) ⋅ n̂

]
⋅ �̂� , on 𝛤cyl, (1)

where �̂� and n̂ are the unit vectors tangent and normal to the cylinder surface 𝛤cyl,

respectively, U denotes the flow velocity made dimensionless with the incoming

uniform flow velocity, and 𝓁 is the slip length made dimensionless with the diameter

D of the cylinder.

Given that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the highest slip length experi-

mentally achieved with a stable air-liquid interface is ∼400 µm [2], the diameter of

the cylinder must be on the order of tens of millimeters if we want SH coatings to

have noticeable effects on the flow dynamics. Therefore, the present analysis pro-

vides results that are useful for the exploitation of SH surfaces as control devices in

microfluidic systems, e.g., for flow mixing control.

Among all the earlier studies on the subject [3–7], Legendre et al. [3] have inves-

tigated the influence of a uniform slip length on the two-dimensional wake of a cir-

cular cylinder by means of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Legendre et al. [3]

traced a stability diagram in the parameter space (𝓁, Re), indicating that a complete

suppression of the vortex shedding can be obtained for 𝓁 ≥ 0.25. Similarly, Mas-

trokalos et al. [4] carried out DNSs for piecewise-constant slip-length distributions,

showing that applying SH coating in the rear and the front stagnation point regions

has a destabilising effect or no effect at all on the Bénard-Von Kármán instability.

Starting from past studies, which mainly consist in numerical simulations, the

present work aims to shed light on the phenomenology behind the stabilising effect

given by SH coatings. In order to do so, we analyse how the base flow, the criti-

cal direct and adjoint modes, and the sensitivity of the leading eigenvalue change at

increased levels of slip while moving along the neutral curve in the parameter space

(𝓁, Re). This investigation is supported by a sensitivity analysis to slip-length mod-

ifications and slip-induced base-flow modifications, which gives useful indications

on the role played by the slip.

2 Theoretical Framework

The adopted computational domain 𝛺 is a two-dimensional box, whose boundaries

are the cylinder surface 𝛤cyl, the inflow boundary 𝛤in, the top and bottom bound-

aries 𝛤lat and the outflow boundary 𝛤out. Within 𝛺, the fluid motion is described by

the usual two-dimensional unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations

supplemented by the following boundary conditions:

U = x̂, on 𝛤in,

U ⋅ n̂ = 0, on 𝛤cyl, (2)

U ⋅ �̂� = −𝓁
[(
∇U + ∇UT) ⋅ n̂

]
⋅ �̂� , on 𝛤cyl,
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Pn̂ − 1
Re

(
∇U + ∇UT) ⋅ n̂ = 0, on 𝛤out and𝛤lat,

where U and P are the velocity and the pressure of the flow, respectively. The

Reynolds number is defined as Re = U∞D∕𝜈, with U∞ being the free-stream veloc-

ity, 𝜈 the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, �̂� is the unit vector of the x axis, and D the

cylinder diameter.

The linear stability analysis is carried out by decomposing the flow field in a

steady part and a small unsteady perturbation (û(x, y, t), p̂(x, y, t)), with the ansatz
û(x, y, t) = u(x, y)exp(𝛾 t) and p̂(x, y, t) = p(x, y)exp(𝛾 t) where 𝛾 is a complex num-

ber (see for instance [8]).

3 Numerical Approach and Code Validation

The numerical approach is based on a finite element method applied on a mesh

made of triangular elements, which has been implemented by means of the Get-
Fem++ library [9]. In the present work, the weak formulation of the linearized NS

equations involves the use of the Lagrange-multiplier technique to impose the no-

penetration boundary condition, while the slip boundary condition is introduced in

the overall weak formulation as commonly done for a Robin condition. The MUMPS
library [10], the ARPACK library [11], and the LOCA library [12] are employed to

solve the involved algebraic linear systems, the eigenvalue problems, and to track

the Hopf bifurcation, respectively. The code has been extensively validated for either

no-slip, uniform slip, or piecewise-constant slip boundary conditions. Considering

slip-length values up to 0.2 and Reynolds numbers less than 200, we have contin-

ued the Hopf bifurcation in the parameter space (𝓁, Re). Figure 1 shows how the

Fig. 1 Hopf-bifurcation neutral curve in the parameter space (𝓁, Re). The dashed line represents

the extrapolated results of Legendre et al. [3]. The solid black line and the marks represent the

bifurcation boundary traced with the continuation algorithm in the present work. In the legend,

nel denotes the number of triangular elements employed. A logarithmic scale is adopted for the

Reynolds axis
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neutral curve is almost insensitive to the employed mesh refinement. The obtained

results match very well the stability diagram traced by Legendre et al. [3]. The case

of piecewise-constant slip-length distribution has also been tested by considering

some of the distributions employed by Mastrokalos et al. [4] and by verifying that

the results of our global linear stability analysis are consistent with their DNSs.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2 Variation of the flow properties along the neutral curve: a, b velocity magnitude of the base

flow; c, d velocity magnitude of the direct mode; e, f structural sensitivity function

4 Results and Discussion

The influence of the slip on the instability phenomenon is investigated by analysing

how the flow properties change along the bifurcation boundary. Figure 2 illustrates

the base flow, the direct eigenmode and the structural sensitivity function as defined

in Giannetti and Luchini [8] for two points on the neutral curve of Fig. 1, namely at
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Fig. 3 a Sensitivity function to (dotted line) slip-length modification Sp and (dashed line) slip-

induced base-flow modifications Sb as a function of the angular position on the cylinder surface.

The solid line represents the overall effect given by the sum of the two functions. b Neutral curves

in the parameter space (𝜃fore, Re) for 𝜃rear = 0◦, 20◦, 46◦, 90◦ and 𝓁 = 0.2. The rough areas on the

cylinder sketch represent the presence of slip, while the smooth areas are no-slip surfaces

𝓁 = 0.05 and 𝓁 = 0.2. As the recirculation bubble of the steady wake gets smaller at

increased levels of slip, the direct mode and the structural sensitivity function follow

the same trend. Indeed, the instability cores become smaller and more intense, but

their position relative to the boundary of the recirculation bubble remains unchanged

at increased levels of slip. These observations suggest that the nature of the instability

is not modified by the slip. Moreover, we can infer from Fig. 2c, d that the wavenum-

ber of the spatial oscillation of the direct mode increases with the slip, coherently

with the increase of the critical Strouhal number.

A slip-length modification results in a double effect on the eigenvalue problem. A

localized perturbation of the slip-length 𝛿𝓁(𝜃)modifies both the boundary conditions

of the eigenvalue problem and the boundary conditions of the base-flow equations

[13]. By exploiting the Lagrange identity and the solution of the adjoint eigenvalue

problem, we derive two sensitivity functions, i.e., Sp, the sensitivity related to the

direct modification of the eigenvalue problem, and Sb, the sensitivity related to the

induced base-flow modifications, whose expressions are:

Sp(𝜃) =
û†∗
�̂�
(𝜃)û

�̂�
(𝜃)

(û†, û)
𝛺

𝓁2(𝜃)Re

, Sb(𝜃) =
U†∗

b,�̂� (𝜃)Ub,�̂� (𝜃)

(û†, û)
𝛺

𝓁2(𝜃)Re

. (3)

In (3), both sensitivity functions are given by the product between the tangential

component of two velocity fields, where Ub is the base flow, û and û† are the critical

direct and adjoint modes, respectively, and U†
b is the adjoint base flow, as defined in

Marquet et al. [14]. As illustrated in Fig. 3a, the application of the above sensitivity

analysis to the case 𝓁 = 0 shows that slip surfaces applied on the flanks of the cylin-

der surface, namely in the range 𝜃 = [60, 120], provide a stabilising effect, while the

front and rear areas provide a destabilization of the base flow. These observations are
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in good agreement with the numerical simulations carried out by Mastrokalos et al.

[4]. The same conclusions can be inferred from the neutral curves in the parameter

space (𝜃fore, Re) computed at different values of 𝜃rear, where 𝜃fore and 𝜃rear define the

no-slip areas in the front and the rear of the cylinder surface, respectively. According

to Fig. 3b, the critical Reynolds number can be further increased if the slip surfaces

are removed from the rear-stagnation-point area.

5 Summary and Conclusions

Our global linear stability analysis explains how the presence of slip delays the

onset of instability and increases the critical Reynolds and Strouhal numbers. The

structural-sensitivity analysis at the perturbation level [8] suggests that the flow slip

does not modify the instability mechanisms. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis with

respect to slip-length modifications and slip-induced base-flow modifications reveals

that only slip surfaces applied on the flanks of the cylinder can delay the Von Kár-

mán instability. This observation is further supported by the neutral curves in the

parameter space (𝜃fore, Re), which show an increase of the critical Reynolds number

for increasing values of 𝜃rear in the neighbourhood of 𝜃
rear

= 0◦.
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